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Short time dynamics of glass-forming liquids
C. M. Roland and K. L. Ngai
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375-5320

~Received 27 January 1995; accepted 14 April 1995!

Calculations have been presented for the intermediate scattering function, dynamic structure fa
and dynamic susceptibility of a complex correlated system undergoing relaxation with independ
vibrations. The vibrational contribution was approximated by a Debye spectrum, smoothed at h
frequency, while the coupling model was used to describe the relaxation. This model asserts
nonpolymeric glass-forming liquids a crossover at a microscopic time from intermolecular
uncorrelated relaxation at a constant rate to intermolecularly coupled relaxation with
time-dependent, slowed-down rate. Although the model has previously been employed
successfully predict and otherwise account for a number of macroscopic relaxation phenome
critical phenomena are not included in, and cannot be addressed by, the coupling mo
Notwithstanding an absence of any change in transport mechanism for the supercooled liquid
critical temperature, the coupling model data, when analyzed in the manner used for mode coup
theory, shows various features interpreted by MCT as critical dynamic singularities. These inclu
an apparent fast ‘‘b’’ relaxation giving rise to a cusp in the temperature dependence of the Debye
Waller factor, a power-law divergence in the temperature dependence of the relaxation time for
a process, and critical exponents for the relaxation having a defined relationship to one anot
Additionally, other experimental features of the short-time dynamics, such as the anomalo
Debye–Waller factor and the von Schweidler law, are also observed in results derived from
coupling model. Whatever similarities underlie the coupling model and MCT, a crucial difference
that only the latter predicts the existence of critical phenomena. Yet these and other distinct feat
are exhibited by the coupling model data. Evidently, any interpretation of short-time behavior
terms of MCT is ambiguous, if not necessarily incorrect. This indicates the importance of the ma
macroscopic-time relaxation properties found over the years in glass forming liquids~including
polymers, small molecule van der Waal liquids, and inorganic materials!, and the necessity that they
be addressed by any theory, including MCT, purporting to offer a fundamental description
relaxation phenomena. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

The transition of glass-forming liquids from the lowe
temperature glassy state to the higher temperature vis
melt has long been a subject of considerable scientific in
est, but the phenomenon is still not adequately underst
The most relevant problem regarding the glass transitio
the nature of the relaxational dynamics of the molecular
ionic constituents, which ultimately determine the physi
properties of the glass transition. Resolution of this issue
not come easily, because we are dealing with a many-b
problem involving densely packed moieties interacting in
nontrivial fashion. In such a situation, the dynamics of t
relaxation process cannot be described in terms of one-b
language, even when some effective mean field approxi
tion is used.

Traditionally, experimental investigations of the dynam
ics are carried out by spectroscopies~such as mechanica
dielectric, and photon correlation! that probe the relaxation
in the ‘‘macroscopic’’ time domain, typically much longe
than 10210 s.1–3 Experimental data on glass-forming mate
als collected over the years have enabled a number of in
esting phenomenologies to be established. It was found e
on that transport coefficients, such as the zero shear vis
ity, diffusion constant and dc conductivity, usually do n
have an Arrhenius temperature dependence, but are wel
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proximated by the Vogel–Fulcher empirical function, at leas
over some restricted temperature range. Other phenomeno
gies include~i! the time-dependence of the relaxation proces
conforming to the Kohlrausch fractional exponential correla
tion function,

CK5exp2S t

t* D
b

; ~1!

~ii ! a strong correlation between the Kohlrausch fractiona
exponent,b, and the normalized temperature,Tg/T, depen-
dence of the Kohlrausch relaxation time,t* ;4–8 ~iii ! within a
family of chemically similar materials, a trend of decrease in
b with increasing severity of the dynamical constraints be
tween the relaxating moieties~i.e., stronger intermolecular
cooperativity!;9,10 ~iv! the shear viscosity and orientational
relaxation time have a similar temperature dependenc
which however differs from that of the diffusion
coefficient.11 These are just a few among many examples
particularly when polymers are included.12

These phenomenologies and experimental facts involv
macroscopic times and have been the main concern of pa
theoretical efforts. However, with the advent of mode cou
pling theory ~MCT!,1,13 which addresses the microscopic
time regime~;10214–1029 s!, much attention has shifted to
testing the predictions of MCT for neutron and light scatter
ing experimental data and for molecular dynamics simula
t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1153C. M. Roland and K. L. Ngai: Dynamics of glass-forming liquids
tions performed on glass-forming systems.14–24These types
of measurements provide relaxation data in the microsc
time regime and beyond, and thus should confirm cer
quantitative MCT predictions, such as the ‘‘fastb process,’’
the ‘‘von Schweidler law,’’ a critical slowing down of th
density correlation function at some temperatureTc , certain
scaling laws, and the anomalous Debye–Waller factor.13–23

The ‘‘success’’ of some of the comparisons between M
and experimental data remains controversial,25–27and possi-
bly there are alternative ways to interpret the data; never
less, the current emphasis of research on the glass tran
has shifted from the macroscopic time properties to mic
scopic time ones. This shift is not undesirable, since
properties at microscopic times are more fundamental.
though MCT enjoys an almost unique position among th
retical models in being able to address short-time behavi
has not yet been developed to the extent of a demonst
consistency with all themacroscopictime properties men
tioned above.

The coupling model12 is a general theoretical framewo
to treat relaxation in densely packed systems. The theore
basis for the model is chaos in classical mechanics, ar
from the nonlinear nature of the intermolecular interact
potential, such as the often employed Lennard-Jo
potential.12,28,29 The coupling model at present lacks t
mathematical rigor of MCT and much work remains befor
completely fundamental theory is in hand. However, it
believed that the model captures the important physic
cooperativity dynamics, and, moreover, leads to vari
qualitative and quantitative predictions.4–10,12 Indeed, the
phenomenologies in the macroscopic time regime mentio
above were either anticipated by or consistent with the c
pling model.

Although the coupling model is based on microsco
time considerations, previously no attempt was made to c
pare its predictions for microscopic time properties with n
tron and light scattering experimental data and molec
dynamics simulation results. Recently, Colmenero
co-workers30,31used the model in analyzing their quasielas
neutron scattering measurements, and found good corre
dence between theory and experiment. In this work we
amine the results of the coupling model for the microsco
time regime by carrying out an analysis in the manner
ployed by for MCT.13–23 Our interest is to determine if th
coupling model can reproduce results having the sam
similar features as predicted by MCT. Such comparisons
made more difficulty by the existence of two—the idealiz
and the extended—MCT variants, which are emplo
sometimes simultaneously in applying the theory to exp
mental data.25–27 Nevertheless, as described below, res
obtained from the coupling model capture many of the f
tures predicted by MCT, including the presence of a ‘‘f
process,’’ the manifestation of apparent critical behavio
some temperatureTc , the anomalous Debye–Waller facto
the observation of the von Schweidler law and its sca
behavior. These findings call into question the uniquenes
theoretical interpretations of experimental observations
the microscopic time regime.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 1Downloaded¬14¬Jan¬2003¬to¬132.250.150.73.¬Redistribution¬subje
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COUPLING MODEL RESULTS

The coupling model of relaxation in densely packed in
teracting systems12 proposes the existence of a temperatur
independent crossover time,tc , separating two time regimes
in which the relaxation dynamics differ. At short times,
t,tc , the basic units relax independently of each other wit
a constant rateV0[t0

21, as if the intermolecular interaction
has no effect other than providing a time independent mea
field which determinesV0. The correlation function of the
relaxation process then has the Debye form

CD~ t !5exp2S tt0D . ~2!

This description of the relaxation is only appropriate for
simple molecular units without intramolecular interaction
The motion of polymers is intramolecularly correlated be
cause of bonded interactions along the polymer chain; th
causes the independent relaxation rate to be time depende
even before intermolecular interaction is taken into
consideration.32

For times t.tc , neighboring molecules impose con-
straints on the relaxation of each unit. The coupling mode
describes the ensuing many-body~or cooperative! relaxation
dynamics by an effective relaxation rate, obtained by ave
aging over all units. Each has the time dependent, retard
relaxation rate

V~ t !5V0~vct !
2n, ~3!

wheren is the coupling parameter, whose magnitude~0,n
,1! determines the degree of intermolecular cooperativity
This cooperativity gives rise to random variations in the suc
cess rate for reorientations, conformational transitions, etc
by the segments. At any given time on the molecular leve
the individual motions are not identical nor do they procee
homogeneously; however, the averaging over all units appr
priate for a description of macroscopic variables results in a
effective description which ostensibly implies homogeneou
relaxation.33

The relation betweenvc and tc is

vc5@~12n!1/ntc#
21. ~4!

The correlation function that has the time dependent relax
ation rate of Eq.~3! is the Kohlrausch stretched exponential
function @Eq. ~1!# with b512n. However, this correlation
function is only valid fort.tc , and moreover must satisfy
the condition,

exp2S tct0
D5exp2S tct* D

12n

~5!

or equivalently,

t*5~ tc
2nt0!

1/12n ~6!

in order that the functionC(t), which is comprised of two
parts @Eqs. ~1! and ~2!#, be continuous everywhere. Of
course, the crossover at timetc is only an approximation.
The actual crossover occurs over a range of times in th
03, No. 3, 15 July 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1154 C. M. Roland and K. L. Ngai: Dynamics of glass-forming liquids
neighborhood oftc . In this neighborhood, the correlatio
function, as well as its derivatives, must be continuous at
times.

For comparison with microscopic time experiments
are interested in the density–density self-correlation fu
tion, or the incoherent intermediate scattering function

Fs~ t;Q,T!5^exp$2 iQ•@r i~ t !2r i~0!#%&, ~7!

wherer i(t) is the position of thei th molecule at timet, Q is
the wave vector, andT the temperature. Both vibration~pho-
non! and relaxation~diffusion! of the molecules contribute to
Fs(t;Q,T). The phonon contributionFphonon(t;Q,T) is deter-
mined by the density of states of the phonon modes,g~v!,
according to the formula34

Fphonon~ t;Q,T!5exp2@Q2W~ t,T!#, ~8!

where, if the phonons are harmonic throughout the temp
ture region of interest,

W~ t,T!5KT2E g~v!@12cos~vt !#v21

3F 2

exp~\v/kT!
11Gdv, ~9!

with K representing a collection of constants.W(t,T) de-
creases with time, leveling off to a constant val
W(T)5lim t→`W(t,T). Correspondingly, Fphonon(t→`;
Q,T) has the value exp-[Q2W(T)], which is the well-known
Debye–Waller~or Lamb–Mössbauer! factor.34 The objective
of the present work is the demonstration of general featu
Hence, we eschew consideration of specific experime
data, and instead can choose any reasonable phonon
trum. The Debye spectrum34 has a density of normal mode
gD~v!, of the form

gD~v!5S 3

2p2c2Dv2 ~10!

for v,vD and gD~v!50 for v.vD . The abrupt cutoff of
gD~v! at v5vD leads to oscillations inFphonon(t;Q,t). In
this work these oscillations are eliminated by smoothing
obtained correlation function with a low pass Blackm
filter.35 TakingvD51.531013, theFphonon(t;Q,T) calculated
for a constantQ5Q0 is shown in Fig. 1. The correspondin
Debye–Waller factors, shown as open circles in a semilo
rithmic plot in Fig. 2, lie on a straight line, as expected f
harmonic phonons.

Intuitively, the vibrational phonon spectrum contributin
to Fs(t;Q,T) is expected to be associated with the sa
molecular degrees of freedom involved in the relaxation p
cess transpiring at the same time. Relaxation will damp
oscillation, introducing anharmonicity into the phonon r
sponse. Since relaxation is thermally activated, the degre
anharmonicity should increase with temperature. These c
siderations are beyond the scope of the present paper
will be the subject of a future investigation.36

We make the assumption18,30,31that vibration and relax-
ation contribute independently to the density–density co
lation function; thus,Fs(t;Q,T) is equal to the produc
Fphonon(t;Q,T)3F relax(t;Q,T). While not exact, this as
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10Downloaded¬14¬Jan¬2003¬to¬132.250.150.73.¬Redistribution¬subje
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sumption is adequate for the purposes of this paper. Acco
ing to the coupling model form forF relax(t;Q,T) given
above, the following result is obtained:

Fs~ t;Q,T!5FphononHexp2@ t/t0~Q,T!# for t,tc
exp2@ t/t* ~Q,T!#12n for t.tc

.

~11!

In the spirit of the coupling model,t0(Q,T), the relaxation
time for independent motion of a molecular unit, is written

t0~Q,T!5S QQ0
D 22

t`~Q0!expS Ea

kTD ~12!

which explicitly displays theQ22-dependence and Arrheniu
temperature dependence of independent~Fickian! diffusion.
We calculateF relax(t;Q,T) for Q5Q0 by letting the cross-
over time assume the valuetc52 ps, and takingEa53.0
kcal/mol andt`~Q0!50.1 ps. The value oftc is suggested by
the experimental data of Colmeneroet al.30 and by prelimi-
nary comparisons with molecular dynamics simulations37

The choice ofEa is guided by the fact that the conforma

FIG. 1. Intermediate scattering function with phonon contribution on
Fphonon, calculated from the Debye spectrum for different temperatures
ing Eqs.~8!–~10!. From top to bottom,T550, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350
400, and 450 K.

FIG. 2. Debye–Waller factor~with phonon contribution only! calculated for
different temperatures using Eq.~9! in the long time limit ~open circles!.
Filled circles denote the values of the ‘‘nonergodicity parameter,’’f Q(T),
obtained by fitting the slowa-process ofFs(t;Q,T) by Eq.~23! as shown in
Fig. 3.
3, No. 3, 15 July 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1155C. M. Roland and K. L. Ngai: Dynamics of glass-forming liquids
tional energy barrier of van der Waals liquids such as O
~Ref. 38! and polyethylene39 are of this order of magnitude

Results for Fs(t;Q0 ,T) at various temperatures fo
b50.40 ~or n[12b50.60! are displayed in Fig. 3 by solid
curves. FromFs(t;Q0 ,T) the dynamic structure factor
S(v;Q0 ,T), and the loss part of the dynamic susceptibili
x9(v;Q0 ,T), are calculated according to the formulas,

S~v;Q0 ,T!5
1

2p E
0

`

Fs~ t;Q0 ,T!exp~ ivt !dv ~13!

and

x9~v;Q0 ,T!5vS~v;Q0 ,T!. ~14!

These quantities are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 forn50.6; simi-

FIG. 3. Density–density correlation function calculated at different te
peratures according to Eq.~11! for n50.60~b[12n50.40!, shown as solid
curves. Temperatures from top to bottom are 50, 100, 150, 175, 200,
250, 300, 350, 400, and 450 K. The dashed curves represent the fits o
~23!, obtained using the procedure of Refs. 21 and 22, to the slowa-process
with a constantbMCT50.46. The anomalous Debye–Waller factorsf Q(T)
determined by this process are displayed as full circles in Fig. 2. The
gularity in f Q(T) in Fig. 2 derives from the data for 250<T<350, for which
the fit of Eq. ~23! deviates for each temperature over the same rang
times. For clarity, not all data and fits at each temperature are shown.

FIG. 4. Dynamic structure factorS(v;Q0 ,T) calculated by Eq.~13! with
theFS(T;Q0 ,T) given in Fig. 3. Temperatures from top to bottom are 45
400, 350, 300, 250, 225, 200, 175, 150, 125, and 100 K.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬14¬Jan¬2003¬to¬132.250.150.73.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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lar calculations were performed for other values of the co
pling parameter, including 0.2 and 0.4, but are not sho
here.

MODE COUPLING THEORY

The coupling model results given in the previous secti
at least qualitatively resemble those obtained experiment
by quasielastic neutron scattering14–18 and light
scattering,19,20 as well as by molecular dynamics
simulations.21–24Most though not all investigators have cho
sen to analyze their data in a manner allowing for detail
comparisons with the predictions of mode coupling theo
~MCT!. In the sections to follow we shall subject the da
generated from the coupling model to a similar treatme
The MCT has been extensively reviewed and discussed
the literature;13–20,27here we summarize the essential resul

MCT predicts the existence of dynamic singularities
some temperatureTc above the calorimetric glass transitio
temperatureTg . Above Tc the density correlation function
exhibits a two step decay—a fast local process~called theb
relaxation! followed in time by the primarya relaxation re-
sponsible for the glass transition. In MCT much attention h
been given to the fastb relaxation, which determines the
density correlation functionFQ(t) for temperatures close to
Tc and in a time region centered at a time defined by

te5t0 /ueu1/2a, ~15!

where 0,a,1/2 and

e5u~T2Tc!/Tcu. ~16!

This te is intermediate between the short microscopic tim
t0, and the longer time associated with thea relaxation. For
times t0!t!te andT,Tc or T.Tc , FQ(t) decays accord-
ing to a power law to a finite plateau valuef Q

c ,

FQ~ t !5 f Q
c 1hQ~ t0 /t !

a ~17!

with a temperature independent amplitudehQ . For times
t@te the behavior ofFQ(t) depends on whetherT,Tc or
T.Tc . For T,Tc ,

FQ~ t@te!5 f Q~T!, ~18!

-

5,
Eq.

n-

of

,

FIG. 5. Dynamic susceptibilityx9(v;Q0 ,T) calculated from Eq.~14! and
theS(v;Q0 ,T) given in Fig. 4. Temperatures from top to bottom are 45
400, 350, 300, 250, 225, 200, 175, and 150 K.
, No. 3, 15 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1156 C. M. Roland and K. L. Ngai: Dynamics of glass-forming liquids
where

f Q~T!5 f Q
c 1hQ@~Tc2T!/Tc#

1/2. ~19!

Thus, the long time limitf Q(T) of the b-process, which is
often referred to as the ‘‘nonergodicity parameter’’ and m
be viewed as an anomalous Debye–Waller factor, show
critical behavior asT approachesTc from below.

For T.Tc , FQ(t) undergoes another decay in the tim
regimete!t!ta according to another power law~referred to
as the von Schweidler law!

FQ~ t !5 f Q
c 2hQ@ t/ta~T!#b ~20!

which joins smoothly with thea-relaxation. This new time
scaleta is given by

ta~T!5t0ueu2~1/2a11/2b!5t0ueu2g, ~21!

where 0,b,1 is another critical exponent. The two critica
exponentsa andb are related to each other by an equatio
that involve theG-function,

G2~12a!/G~122a!5G2~11b!/G~112b!5l. ~22!

APPARENT EXISTENCE OF Tc AND THE (Tc2T)1/2

ANOMALY

When the first power law decay@Eq. ~16!# and the sec-
ond von Schweidler law are well separated in time, the lo
time limit f Q(T) of theb-process forT.Tc is given by f Q

c

together with the normal Debye–Waller factor contribute
by the phonons. Combining this result of a long time lim
for the b-process forT.Tc with that for T,Tc @see Eq.
~19!#, the MCT predicts a cusp in the temperature depe
dence of the anomalous Debye–Waller factor. The prese
of such a cusp15,22,27 in experimental data has been used
support the existence of a critical temperatureTc and hence
mode coupling theory.

We can analyze our coupling model derived data in t
manner of others15,21,22 to deduce the anomalous Debye
Waller factor. The slowa-process, identified by MCT and
evident in intermediate scattering function data~for example,
see Fig. 4 of Ref. 15, Fig. 5 of Ref. 22, and Fig. 8 of Re
21!, can be fitted by

Fs~ t;Q,T!5 f Q~T!exp2@ t/t~Q,T!#bMCT ~23!

with the amplitudesf Q(T) identified with the anomalous
Debye–Waller factors introduced in Eqs.~18! and ~19!. In
carrying out this fitting of the synthetic data, the actualb
used to construct the latter is ignored; instead the fit
KWW curve is chosen to deviate from the data at tim
similar to those found in MCT analyses~see, for example,
Fig. 5 of Ref. 22!.

Using this procedure in treating our density–density c
relation function~Fig. 3 for n50.60 orb50.40!, the result-
ing fits to the slowa process with a temperatureindependent
bMCT50.46 are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 3. A tempe
ture independentbMCT according to Eq.~23! from MCT has
constrained the fits in Fig. 3 to the forms shown there. T
difference betweenbMCT50.46 and theb50.40 used to gen-
erate the coupling model data via Eq.~11! is due to the
absence of the nonergodicity parameter in the latter mo
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬14¬Jan¬2003¬to¬132.250.150.73.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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At low temperatures, where there is no decay of the corre
tion function due to thea-process, the Debye–Waller factor
are determined entirely by the harmonic phonons. The res
for f Q(T) are plotted~as filled circles! in Fig. 2. At low
temperatures,f Q(T) conforms to the well-known expression
for a harmonic Debye phonon spectrum, viz
ln f Q(T)52WQ2T, as indicated by the dashed line in Fig
2. However, for T.250 K, f Q(T) begins to exhibit an
anomalous decrease. This departure from linearity was fit
to the form given by Eq.~19! with a square root singularity.
A good fit to our coupling model data forT,Tc is obtained
using Eq. ~19! with Tc5310 K, f Q

c 50.47, andhQ50.32
~solid curve in Fig. 2!. In accord with MCT, the fit suggests
the existence of a critical temperatureTc , both by the
(Tc2T)1/2 behavior and the cusp found in the temperatu
dependence of the Debye–Waller factorf Q(T).

Such behavior ostensibly implies the existence of t
fast b-process of MCT; however, this cannot be the cas
There is no critical behavior in the data, since it was gen
ated from the coupling model. Rather than the fastb-process
of MCT, there is instead a ‘‘fast’’ Debye relaxation operativ
at short timest,tc . The anomalous behavior of the Debye
Waller factor is caused by this fast Debye process. T
(Tc2T)1/2 behavior, suggestive of an apparent critical tem
perature, is merely the consequence of the rapid increas
the decay of the short-time relaxation with temperature d
to the Arrhenius temperature dependence of the relaxa
time t0 @Eq. ~12!#. The magnitude of activation enthalpyEa

of t0 depends on the chemical structure of the glass-form
liquid. For example, within a given class of materials, a
increase in stearic constraint usually raises the activation
thalpy barrier.9,10The presence ofEa in the correlation func-
tion of the fast Debye process indicates the connection
tween relaxation dynamics and chemical structure.

A similar situation prevails for the slowa-process. In the
coupling model, the coupling parametern increases~Kohl-
rausch exponent,b512n, decreases! when the chemical
structure is altered in a manner which enhances intermole
lar constraints. This effect, property number~iii ! in the Intro-
duction, has been observed experimentally.9,10 A similar re-
sult is expected for microscopic relaxation viaFs(t;Q,T).
On the other hand, the relation between the Kohlrausch
ponentb and chemical structure is not obvious from MCT

APPARENT VON SCHWEIDLER LAW

One of the most important predictions of MCT is th
existence of a von Schweidler law@Eq. ~20!# for the begin-
ning of the primary a-relaxation process. Both light
scattering19,20,27 and neutron scattering15,18 experiments re-
veal evidence of the von Schweidler law in several glas
forming liquids. The exponentsa, b, andg were found to
satisfy the relationship predicted by MCT. The idealize
MCT also predicts that the relaxation timeta(T) shows a
power-law divergence atT5Tc @see Eq.~21!#, with the ex-
ponentg related to the value ofb @see Eqs.~21! and ~22!#.
This divergence is eliminated in the extended version
MCT.13 Recently, a molecular dynamics simulation of a s
, No. 3, 15 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1157C. M. Roland and K. L. Ngai: Dynamics of glass-forming liquids
percooled atomic liquid23 also exhibited the von Schweidle
law, with the correct time and temperature exponents’ re
tionships.

We can examine our coupling model data for the pr
ence of a von Schweidler law, and determine whether
exponents satisfy the exponent relations. To do this we ad
the procedure of Ref. 23. The variable is the scaled t
t/ta(T), and in order to test the scaling behavior we choo
a reference temperatureTref to be 200 K. In a semilog plot o
Fs(t;Q,T) against logt, we shift the data for each temper
ture T.200 K horizontally by the amount logA(T). This
should produce a master curve, having the von Schwei
form given by Eq.~20!. Furthermore, the temperature depe
dence of the relaxation timeta(T), now given by

ta~T!5A~T!ta~Tref! ~24!

should show a power-law divergence at some critical te
peratureTc @Eq. ~21!#. Finally, the exponentsb andg must
satisfy the exponent relationship

g5
1

2a
1

1

2b
. ~25!

The results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 6. T
shifted curves superpose well to form a master curve o
over a limited region as shown. For values of the ordin
below 0.3 ~not shown!, wherein contributions from the
a-relaxation of MCT are present, the individual curves f
out, away from the master curve. This property is consis
with MCT in that the von Schweidler decay and th
a-relaxation scale differently. The master curve is well fit
the functional form

F~ t !50.7120.54S t

1.043106D
0.248

~26!

and thereforeb50.248. Using this value forb we obtain
from Eqs.~22! and ~25!, a50.183 andg54.75.

In Fig. 7 we have plotted 2logA(T) against
log(T2Tc), with Tc chosen to beTref . The data were fitted
to a power law:

A~T!}~T2Tc!
24.3. ~27!

FIG. 6. Semilog plot ofFs(t;Q0 ,T) from Fig. 3 vs the scaled timet/ta~Tref!
to test for the presence of a von Schweidler law and any relation betw
the exponents,a andb.
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From the definition of the shift factorA(T), the temperature
dependence of2logA(T) is the same as that of log@ta

21(T)#,
wherebyta}(T2Tc)

24.3, with the exponent having a value
close to that predicted by the relationship between the exp
nentsb andg. Thus, the predictions of MCT concerning the
von Schweidler law are fulfilled in our data~synthesized us-
ing the coupling model! to comparable accuracy as found fo
a supercooled Lennard-Jones binary mixture of classi
particles.23

DEPARTURE FROM MCT (GLYCEROL)

Good agreement of the predictions of MCT with exper
mental observations14,19,20,27has been found in a number of
fragile glass formers, including calcium potassium nitra
~CKN!, salol and o-terphenyl. However, a recent combine
neutron and light scattering study of supercooled glycer
@C3H5~OH!3# indicated deviations of the exponents of th
b-process from their MCT-predicted values.40 From these ex-
periments the dynamic susceptibility,x9(v;Q,T), which has
a minimum atvmin , was deduced. AboveTc , MCT predicts
that

x9~v!5xmin@b~v/vmin!
a1a~vmin /v!b#/~a1b!, ~28!

wherea and b are related by Eq.~22!, subject to the con-
straintsa,b and ~if b,1!, a,0.395. However, experimen-
tally the susceptibility minimum occurs betweenv2b and
v11.40 For frequencies above the minimum,x9~v! increases
much more steeply than theva law with a,0.395 expected
from MCT. The experimental data yield values ofa close to
unity, while a fit using the above MCT Eq.~28! gaveb50.61
anda50.32.

The macroscopic relaxation time of glycerol has a no
malized (Tg/T) temperature dependence which is intermed
ate between the rapid variation seen in fragile glass form
and the mild variation in the so-called strong glas
formers.9,41,42As stated in the Introduction, the Kohlrausch
exponentb anticorrelates with the normalized temperatur
dependence. Relaxation measurements performed in
macroscopic time regime have indeed found that the value
b for glycerol is larger than that of other fragile glas
formers.41–44Susceptibility spectra from light scattering ex

en
FIG. 7. Double logarithmic plot of the shift factor vs (T2Tc); the straight
line is the power law given by Eq.~27!.
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periments on glycerol at high temperatures40 exhibit a low
frequency peak which originates from thea-relaxation. The
narrow width of this peak also indicates a relatively largeb
value for glycerol. Thus, it is appropriate to compare t
behavior of glycerol with coupling model data employing
largerb value ~e.g.,b50.80!.

From theFs(t;Q,T) calculated forb50.80, we obtain
x9(v;Q,T) via Eqs. ~13! and ~14!. These data are used t
construct a scaling plot ofx9(v;Q,T)/x9~vmin ;Q,T! against
v/vmin ~see Fig. 8!. The solid straight line, with slope511,
illustrates the good agreement between the glycerol res
and the coupling model data. Glycerol provides an exam
of a supercooled liquid whose behavior deviates from exp
tations drawn from MCT; however, the experimental resu
are in accord with the coupling model. It would be valuab
to have neutron and light scattering data for other interme
ate glass formers like glycerol, but having different chemi
structures, as well as for strong glass formers. If the dyna
susceptibility of such materials behaves similarly to glycer
the results will have significant implications for theoretic
models.

CONCLUSIONS

The coupling model with additive phonon contributio
was used to calculate the short~;ps! time dynamic proper-
ties of a dense system. Two simplifying assumptions w
adopted—the transition from noncooperative to intermole
larly coupled relaxation occurs instantaneously attc , and the
contribution from lattice vibrations is independent of the
laxation process—leading to Eq.~11!. The intermediate scat
tering function,Fs(t;Q,T), and, from its transform, the dy
namic structure factor,S(v;Q0 ,T), and susceptibility,
x9(v;Q0 ,T), were obtained at a series of temperatures,
analyzed in the manner suggested by mode coupling the
The important result of this work is our finding that featur
of experimental data often taken as signifying the prese
of critical phenomena, and hence serving to corrobor
MCT, are present in data generated from the coupling mo
We do not claim that the synthetic data generated from

FIG. 8. The MCT scaling plot of the scaled dynamic susceptibility vs sca
frequency. Thex9 data are calculated forn50.20 ~b50.80!. The straight
line with slope511 is drawn to illustrate the correspondence to experim
tal results~Ref. 40! for glycerol.
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coupling model are consistent simultaneously in every re-
spect with MCT. Nevertheless, since the coupling model as
serts no critical temperature, evidently short-time relaxation
results are ambiguous and perhaps misleading when inte
preted according to the prescriptions of MCT.
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